In some countries, young people are encouraged to work or travel for
a year between finishing high school and starting university studies.
Discuss the advantages and disadvantages for young people who
decide to do this

There are a lot ot of teenagers that would like to have a journey and a job duringin their
gap year graduating graduation from the high school and be a student in the university
in many some citiescountries.
From To my way of thinking, learning to be independent fromsince childhood it is

Commented [H1]: You can also use “adolescents”
Commented [H2]: You can also say “go on” a journey
Commented [p3]: “gap year” is exactly the terminology you
need!
Commented [H4]: There is an expression for this period which
is called “a gap year”.
Commented [H5]: You can also use “countries”.

important to be independent from the childhood for children's developingdevelopment.

Commented [p6]: You can use “From my point of view”.

Parents should adjust their children to eat, to sleep, to bathe, to walk, to and study

Commented [p7]: You can also use “necessary”.

alone from the far late infancy. Additionally, one of the best choice approaches to learn

Commented [p8]: It is better to use “teach”.
Commented [H9]: You can also use “ways”.

how to be autonomous for pupils is to study abroad. They live and study away from their

Commented [p10]: It is better to use “independency”.

parents, relatives, friends, motherlandand motherland. At the first time, living without

Commented [p11]: You can also say “at first sight”.

anyone’s help it seems a very dairyvery frightening, boring and difficult experience.

Commented [H12]: The word “dairy” means milk products
such as cheese, butter. It seems that you mean “daily”. However as
you have mentioned “boring” there is no need to use daily here.

without all you have doneanyone’s help, but However, eventually, children adapt and
become independent eventually. From my point of view, the best way to develop
increase the child'sa promising future for children, is allow them to be very completely

Commented [H13]: It is not clear!
Commented [p14]: You can also say “from my standpoint”.
Commented [H15]: You can also use “approach”/ “strategy”.

independent. Accordingindependent.
According to memy vantage point, many parents are scared ofafraid of potential

Commented [p16]: Instead of this structure you can simply say
“I believe that…”

dangers for to their little peoplechildren. Moreover, mothers and fathers do not allow to

Commented [H17]: “scared” is informal. It is better to be
replaced with “afraid” or “frightened”.

their babies kids to come go out alone. Many mothers follow their teenagers to school.

Commented [H18]: It is better to delete this part.

For instance, there are a lot of towns in which parents , even most father do not let their

Commented [p19]: Phrasal verb: “let somebody do
something”.

children to go to school or to get offreturn alone. It has very bad effect affecton babies'

Commented [p20]: Or “go back”.

children’s psychologiesmind. When they grow up ,up, they may become very impatient,

Commented [H21]: You can also use “negative/detrimental”.

irritatededgy and, bad-tempered uneducated so parents must be careful about their
behavior towards them becauseand they will do the same things with towards their

Commented [H22]: Although you used some adjectives and it
is not grammatically wrong, you’d better use adjectives which are
more relevant to the topic

babies children in the future. Therefore, it affects on their future next generation and

Commented [H23]: You can also use  “it is probable that
they do the same thing to their children”.

people of the their towns do not change.

Commented [p24]: This paragraph is completely irrelevant to
the topic!
Coherency is a very important factor in IELTS writing.

In conclusion, iI do not think that to working and to traveling from alone in school

Commented [H25]: “It affects their future” or “it has an effect
on their future”

yearsthe gap year would have negative influence on children.for children can affect
badly.

There are a lot of teenagers that would like to have a journey and a job in their gap
year in some countries.
To my way of thinking, learning to be independent since childhood is important for
children's development. Parents should adjust their children to eat, sleep, bathe,
walk, and study alone from the late infancy. Additionally, one of the best
approaches to learn how to be autonomous for pupils is to study abroad. They live
and study away from their parents, relatives, friends, and motherland. At the first
time, living without anyone’s help seems a very frightening, boring and difficult
experience. However, children adapt and become independent eventually. From
my point of view, the best way to develop a promising future for children, is allow
them to be completely independent.
According to my vantage point, many parents are afraid of potential dangers to
their children. Moreover, mothers and fathers do not allow their kids to go out

Commented [H26]: You can delete this part.
Commented [p27]: You should separate paragraphs properly.

alone. Many mothers follow their teenagers to school. For instance, there are a lot
of towns in which parents, do not let their children go to school or return alone. It
has very bad effect on children’s mind. When they grow up, they may become very
impatient, edgy and, bad-tempered so parents must be careful about their behavior
towards them because they will do the same towards their children in the future.
Therefore, it affects their next generation.
In conclusion, I do not think that working and traveling alone in the gap year
would have negative influence on children.
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Overall
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and
suggestions

As it is clear you know how to deal with writing
task 2 but you should conclude your essay
effectively. You have relatively good knowledge of
grammatical structure but you need to know how
to use them properly. You need to make sure that
you are using the vocabulary properly, and also you
should insert a variety of words to imply your
point.
Try to express your views clearly. Your writing
need to be more coherent and you should avoid
straying from the topic. Our suggestion is to read
academic materials and practice writing as much
as you can.

